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Access to local staff with research skills may be limited, and some staff may have.n
but have limited research and scientific experience (Zerem, 2013). Use of equipment
[use of equipment for research purposes]. The researcher can use any equipment he
wants to conduct these studies. Robots and machines can be used as specific devices
for research purposes. Research robots can be self-learning, and when robots and
machines learn, their performance can be improved as robots and systems work more
efficiently and are able to interact with humans. Use of individual sensors [use
individual sensors for research]. Direct use of sensor biomonitoring [individual
sensors] can be difficult due to human factors. Other agents can read information from
sensors, but they are usually limited in time and usually cannot interact with many
sensors. However, conventional sensors may have a more limited lifespan and may be
tightly coupled to each other, or they may be replaced anywhere in the room. Research
Transport [Use research transport for research]. As it walks down the street, the robot
can capture the temperature and other environmental conditions it interacts with, such
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as walking above the floor, underground, or in the air. These conditions may be useful
for more complex studies. For example, as soon as the robot moves from one place to
another, based on the received data, a decision can be made on what needs to be
explored. Transport can also be used to transport sensors to the laboratory. Explore
without particles [explore without particles]. Doing research where particles can break
into atoms or molecules and then reassemble the whole, but in order to explore this, it
is necessary to collect the particles separately. In this case, the study can be carried out
without the use of a robot. However, in order to collect the particles, it may be
necessary to implant the nanoparticles into the sensor from which they are collected.
Robotic Arm [Use the robotic arm to explore]. When scientific experiments require
human input, a scientist can use a robot to allow the machine to explore the
environment at a given position. Keeping a diary [make a diary]. Keeping personal
diaries can be very important when conducting research, especially when the
researcher has a very limited time frame. Data analysis [data analysis]. When
processing the data, various approaches can be used to arrive at the ideal solution.
Some may use statistical processing methods to analyze the data with acceptable
estimates.Others
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